TO BE COMPLETED BY PLANS REVIEW SECTION, UTILITIES DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

(Please Provide all Information Requested Below)

Project Title: ___________________________________________________________________________

This Review Package was received in the Utilities Development Division for Review on: ________________

Package Submitted to CD/SA Management Section on: ________________ By: ________________

Special Instructions to Determine Project Priorities: _____________________________________________

Type of Pump Station: New _____ Existing _________ Review No: ____________

Type of Review: Initial Recommendations ______ Dry Run ______ Final ______ Shop Drawings _______

Complete review package is attached (Including pertinent documents from previous reviews/others): _____

This review package include other piping, collection system associated with it: Yes ______ No______

The information below is required only to be completed for EXISTING PUMP STATION:

Connected to MDWASAD Pump Station #:_______ Atlas Page:________ Added Flow: ____________ gpd

TO BE COMPLETED BY CD/SA SECTION ENGINEER

Package Received in CD/SA Management Section Date: ______ Time: ______ Received By: ______

Initial Technical Recommendations:

Engineer of Record Contacted on: Date: ______ Time: ___________ By: ______________

Recommendation Called In ________ Action Needed by: ________________

Recommendation Faxed __________ Action Needed by: ______________________

Utilities Development Staff Contacted On: _______________ By: ______________

Remarks:

CD/SA Management Contacted with Additional Information On: _______________ By:__________

Final Technical Recommendations: Approved By: __________________ Disapproved By: ____________

Remarks:

Package Returned to Plans Review Section On: _________________ By: __________________